Abstract
Introduction
In context of software engineering, software quality refers to software functional quality and software structural quality. Software functional quality reflects functional requirements whereas structural quality highlights non-functional requirements. Software metrics focus on the quality aspect of the product, process and project. In this paper the main emphasis is on software product. The objective of software product quality engineering is to achieve the required quality of the product through the definition of quality requirements and their implementation, measurement of appropriate quality attributes and evaluation of the resulting quality.
Software quality measurement [15] is about quantifying to what extent a system or software possesses desirable characteristics namely Reliability, Efficiency, Security, Maintainability and (adequate) Size. This can be performed through qualitative or quantitative means or a mix of both. In both cases, for each desirable characteristic, there are a set of measurable attributes like Application Architecture Standards, Coding Practices, Complexity, Documentation, Portability and Technical & Functional volumes. The existence of these attributes in a piece of software or system tends to be correlated and associated with this characteristic.
Software Metric
Software metric is a measure of a property of a piece of software or its specifications. Software metric is a way of measuring the quality of software. Software quality metrics [48] are a subset of software metrics that focus on the quality aspects of the product, process, and project.Product metrics describe the characteristics of the product such as size, complexity, design features, performance, and quality level. Process metrics can be used to improve software development and maintenance such as the effectiveness of CAM-Cohesion Among Methods of Class CC-Cyclomatic Complexity LOC-Lines of Code IC-Inheritance Coupling CBM-Coupling Between Methods AMC-Average Method Complexity The characteristics of software metrics (features or attributes) influence the performance and effectiveness of the defect prediction model.
Software Defect Prediction
A software defect is an error, flaw, failure, or fault in a computer program or system that causes it to produce an incorrect or unexpected result, or to behave in unintended ways. Most defects arise from mistakes and errors made by people in either a program's source code or its design, or in frameworks and operating systems used by such programs, and a few are caused by compilers producing incorrect code.
Software Defect Prediction Model refers to those models that try to predict potential software defects from test data. There exists a correlation between the software metrics and the fault proneness of the software. A Software defect prediction models consists of independent variables (Software metrics) collected and measured during software development life cycle and dependent variable (faulty or non faulty). There are different data mining techniques for defect prediction.
Data mining is the analysis step of the "Knowledge Discovery in Databases" process, or KDD, a process of discovering patterns in large data sets involving methods at the intersection of artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics, and database systems. The overall goal of the data mining process is to extract information from a data set and transform it into an understandable structure for further analysis.
Data Mining can be divided into two tasks: Predictive tasks and descriptive tasks. Predictive task is to predict the value of a specific attribute (target/dependent variable)based on the value of other attributes (explanatory). Descriptive task is to derive patterns (correlation, trends, and trajectories) that summarize the underlying relationship between data.
There are various data mining techniques used for software defect predictions which are discussed below.
1. Regression: It is a statistical process to evaluate the relationship among variables. It analyses the relationship between the dependent or response variable and independent or predictor variables. The relationship is expressed in the form of an equation that predicts the response variable as a linear function of predictor variable. [42, 24, 51, 25] Linear Regression: Y=a+bX+u 2. Association Rule Mining: It is a method for discovering interesting relationships between variables in large databases. It is about finding association or correlations among sets of items or objects in database. It basically deals with finding rules that will predict the occurrence of item based on the occurrence of other items. [11, 17, 40, 26] 3. Clustering: Clustering is a way to categorize a collection of items into groups or clusters whose members are similar in some way. It is task of grouping a set of items in such a way that items in the same cluster are similar to each other and dissimilar to those in other clusters. [27, 34, 17, 30] 4. Classification: It consists of predicting a certain outcome based on a given input. Classification technique use input data, also called training set where all objects are already tagged with known class labels. The objective of classification algorithm is to analyze and learns from the training data set and develop a model. This model is then used to classify test data for which the class labels are not known. [43, 27, 30, 6, 22] . The various classification techniques are given below. a. Neural Networks: Neural Networks are the non linear predictive models which can learn through training and resemble biological neural networks in structure. A neural network consists of interconnected processing elements called neurons that work together in parallel within a network to produce output. [22, 21, 47, 42] b. Decision Trees: A decision tree is a predictive model which can be used to represent both classification and regression models in the form a tree structure. It refers to a hierarchical model of decisions and their consequences. It is a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes. A decision node has two or more branches. Leaf nodes represent a classification or decision. [39, 31, 37] c. Naive Bayes: It is based on Bayes theorem with independence assumption between predictors. Naive Bayes Classifier is based on the assumption that the presence or absence of a particular feature of a class in not related to the presence or absence of any other feature. [21, 14, 28] d. Support Vector Machines: SVM are based on the concept of decision planes that define decision boundaries. A decision plane is the one that separates between a set of objects having different class membership. SVM is primarily a classifier method that performs classification task by constructing hyper plane in a multidimensional space that separates cases of different class labels. It supports both regression and classification. [50, 10, 29] e. Case Based Reasoning: Case based reasoning means solving new problems based on the similar past problems and using old cases to explain new situations. It works by comparing new unclassified records with known examples and patterns. A simple example of a case based learning algorithm is k-nearest neighbour algorithm. It is simple algorithm that stores all available cases and classifies new cases based on a similarity measure i.e. distance function. [39] Table1 shows the comparative analysis of Algorithms for Supervised Classification Type. Table2shows the comparative analysis of Algorithms for Semi-Supervised Classification Type. 
Software Defect Prediction (SDP) using Different Classification Techniques
A survey is conducted to help developers identify defects based on existing software metrics using data mining techniques especially Classification and there by improve software quality which leads to reduction in the software development cost in the development and maintenance phase.Different classification techniques have been surveyed with different data sets.
4.1SDP using Supervised Learning
The various Supervised Learning techniques are discussed in this section.
SDP using Bayesian Network
Yuan Chen, et.al [38] have surveyed the different data mining classification techniques for software defect prediction. They proposed a new model based on Bayesian network and PRM to predict the software defect and manage.
Hassan Najadat and IzzatAlsmadi [33] Proposed a new model based on Ridor algorithm to predict fault in modules. They also tested the different classification techniques on the data sets provided by NASA. The results shown that Ridor algorithm is better than the existing technique in terms of accuracy and extraction of number of rules.
Ahmet Okutan,OlcayTanerYıldız [20] ,Introduced a new two metrics NOD, for the number of developers and LOCQ for source code quality apart from the metrics which is available in Promise data repository. Using Bayesian network classifier experimental shows that NOC &DIT have very limited and untrustworthy. LOCQ is more effective like CBO & WMC. NOD metric showed that there is a positive correlation between the no of developers and extent of defect prunes. LOC is proved to be one of the best metric for quick defect prediction. LCOM3 & LCOM have less effective compared to LOC,CBO,RFC, and LOCQ&WMC.
Thair Nu Phyu [39] reviewed on various classification techniques such as decision tree induction, Bayesian networks, k-nearest neighbour classifier, case-based reasoning, using the representation of documents in rank matrix factorization using the nonnegative.
parameters.
Graph-based SSL with multilabel
Computational Complexity genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic techniques. The results found that there is no proper info that which is the best classifier. Several of the classification methods produce a set of interacting loci that best predict the phenotype. However, a straightforward application of classification methods to large numbers of markers has a potential risk picking up randomly associated markers.
Wen Zhang et.al [4] proposed Bayesian Regression Expectation Maximize algorithm for software effort prediction and two embedded strategies handle missing data. They used the method of ignoring the missing data in an iterative manner in the predictive model. Here they have used data sets such as ISBSG and CSBSG. When there are no missing data BREM outperforms CR, BR, and SVR& M5. When there are missing data BREM with MDT and MDI outperforms imputation technique includes MI,BMI,CMI,and Mini& M5. BRM is used for software prediction and MDI used for finding missing values embedded with BREM.
Arvinder Kaur and InderpreetKaur [7] , they have tried to find the quality of the software product based on identifying the defects in the classes. They have done this by using six different classifiers such as Naive base, Logistic regression, Instance based (Nearest-Neighbour), Bagging, J48, Decision Tree, Random Forest. This model is applied on five different open source software to find the defects of 5885classes based on object oriented metrics. Out of which they found only Bagging and J48 to be the best.
K.Sankar et.al [10] , proposed a system which overcomes the problem of insufficiency in accuracy and use of large number of features. This paper proposed Feature selection techniques to predict faults in software code and it also measure the software code and performance of Naive based and SVM classifier. The accuracy is measured by F-mean metric.
SDP using Ensemble Method/ Random Forests
Issam Het.al [3] have proposed a two-variant ensemble learning classifier which shows that greedy forward selection is better than correlation forward selection. Further they proposed a model APE with seven different classifiers which results much better when compared to weighted SVM's and random forests. Further thy enhanced the version of APE with greedy forward selection to produce higher AUC measures for the different data sets. The results shown stronger robustness to redundant and irrelevant features.
Renqing Li &Shihai Wang [12] predicted defects on imbalanced data sets. C4.5, SVM, KNN, Logistic, Naïve Base, Ada boost &smooth boost models were tested on imbalanced data sets of NASA's MDP. The results found that Smooth boost found to be the best defect predictor when compared to the others.
Yan ma et.al [47] proposed a model based on random forests. This is applied on five case studies based on NASA data sets. The results found was better than the result obtained by logistic regression, discriminate analysis and the algorithms in two machine learning software packages . Instead of generating one decision tree, this methodology generates hundreds or even thousands of trees using subsets of the training data. Hence classification accuracy of random forests is more significant over other methods in larger data sets.
C.Chung and S.Dhall [29] proposed a various classification methods to predict software defect. Here Three types of classifier such as J48, Random Forest and Naive Bayesian Classifier is applied on various real time data sets of NASA to evaluate the data sets based on different criteria like ROC, Precision, MAE, RAE etc.
SDP using Support Vector Machine
Sonali Agarwal and DivyaTomar [9] have proposed a feature selection based Linear Twin Support Vector Machine (LSTSVM) model to predict defect prone software modules. F-score technique is used for software defect prediction based on various software metrics. This model is applied on PROMISE data sets and compared with the other existing models. The results say that the performance of the new model is better than the existing machine learning models.
CagatayCatal [23] proposed four semi-supervised classification methods such as Low-density separation (LDS), support vector machine (SVM), expectation-maximization (EM-SEMI), and class mass normalization (CMN) for semi-supervised defect prediction. They applied 4 types of ssc on NASA datasets. The results showed that SVM & LDS are better than CMN and EM-SEMI. LDS performs much better than SVM for a large data set.
Karim O. Elish, Mahmoud OElish [45] proposed SVM is the model and compared with the eight different statistical and Machine learning models The compared models are two statistical classifiers techniques: (I)Logistic Regression (LR) and (ii) K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN); two neural networks techniques: (I) Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLP) and (ii) Radial Basis Function(RBF); two Bayesian techniques: (I) Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN) and (ii) Naı¨ve Bayes (NB); and two tree structured classifiers techniques: (I) Random Forests (RF) and (ii) Decision Trees (DT) using four NASA data sets. The results found that SVM is the better model when compared to the other models.
David Grayet.al [41] proposed a work using the static code metrics for a collection of modules contained within eleven NASA data sets are used with a Support Vector Machine classifier. A rigorous sequence of pre-processing steps were applied to the data prior to classification, including the balancing of both classes (defective or otherwise) and the removal of a large number of repeating instances. The Support Vector Machine in this experiment yields an average accuracy of 70% on previously unseen data.
SDP using Decision Tree
GolnoushAbaei·AliSelamat [19] , In this paper many different machine learning techniques such as decision trees, decision tables, random forest, neural network, Naïve Bayes and distinctive classifiers of artificial immune systems (AISs) such as artificial immune recognition system, CLONALG and Immunos. Experiment is performed on four public NASA datasets which are different in size and number of defective data. The results obtained are ran-dom forest provides the best prediction performance for large data sets and Naïve Bayes is a trustable algorithm for small data sets even when one of the feature selection techniques is applied. Immunos99 performs well among AIS classifiers when feature selection technique is applied, and AIRS Parallel perform better without any feature selection techniques.
Thair Nu Phyu [39] reviewed on various classification techniques such as decision tree induction, Bayesian networks, k-nearest neighbour classifier, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic techniques. The results found that there is no proper info that which is the best classifier. Several of the classification methods produce a set of interacting loci that best predict the phenotype. However, a straightforward application of classification methods to large numbers of markers has a potential risk picking up randomly associated markers.
Ching-Pao Changet al. [40] proposed approach, Action-Based Defect Prediction (ABDP),which uses the classification with decision tree technique to build a prediction model, and performs association rule mining on the records of actions and defects. The association rule mining finds the maximum rule set with specific minimum support and confidence and thus the discovered knowledge can be utilized to interpret the prediction models and software pro-cess behaviours. It is used todiscover defect patterns, and multi-interval discretization to handle the continuous attributes of actions.
SDP using Semi-supervised Learning
Ming Li, et al.proposed [32] a sample based methods for software defect prediction. Three methods such as random sampling with conventional machine learners, random sampling with a semi-supervised learner and active sampling with active semi-supervised learner. They applied a semi-supervised learning method called ACoForest to build a classification model based on a sample and the remaining un-sampled mod-ulesthey also proposed a novel active semi supervised method called AcoForest which can select unsampled modules and experimented on Promise data sets and found to be the best method. Experimental results show that size does not affect the defect prediction.
GolnoushAbaei,et al [1] proposed a semi-supervised HYSOM model (hybrid selforganizing map) in order to detect defects with a high accuracy and improve detection model generalization ability HYSOM model will predict the label of modules in a semisupervised manner. This is applied on eight industrial data sets from NASA and Turkish data set. It can also be used as an automated tool to predict defects in less time for project managers , software developers and Testers.
SDP using Unsupervised Learning
C.Chung and S.Dhall [29] proposed a various classification and clustering methods to predict software defect. The various data mining classifier algorithms namely J48, Random Forest, and Naive Bayesian Classifier (NBC) are evaluated based on various criteria like ROC, Precision, MAE, RAE etc. Clustering technique is later applied on different data set of NASA using k-means, Hierarchical Clustering and Make Density Based Clustering algorithm. Results are evaluated based on criteria like Time Taken, Cluster Instance, Number of Iterations, Incorrectly Clustered Instance and Log Likelihood etc.
Dhiman,et al. [53] proposed a model where in it will categorize the software defects using some clustering approach and then the software defects are measured in each clustered separately. This system will analyze the software defect and its integration with software module.
SDP using Machine Learning Algorithm
Xiao-YuanFing,et.al [8] have tried to model the effective , efficient and low computational burden using advanced machine learning technique such as collaborative representative classification. The new model proposed by them is CSDP which is used to predict defect in a very efficient manner.
KehanGao&Taghi M [35] experimented on promise repository based on criteria 1) Feature selection based on sampled data, and modelling based on original data, 2) feature selection based on sampled data and modelling based on sampled data and 3) feature selection based on sampled data, and modelling based sample data. The experimental results showed that the 1 st criteria is the best compared to the others in defect prediction. S.Bibiet al [44] proposed a RVC model for finding the defects in the software by using symbolic learning algorithms. They have compared the model with several machine learning algorithms in two software data sets and the results found were better regression error than the standard regression approaches on both data sets. Apart from finding the faults it also produces an associated interval of values within which this estimate lies with a certain confidence.
Conclusion and Future Scope
Software quality is the degree of conformance to explicit or implicit requirements and expectations. A software metric is a quantitative measure of a degree to which a software system or process possesses property with no defects. Hence, Software defect prediction model helps in early detection of defects using Classification Technique. In this paper we have discussed the various classification techniques such as Supervised, Un-supervised and Semi-supervised, which are applied on various datasets based on existing software metrics. In future we will be comparing the results of Supervisedclassification techniques on different datasets and open source projects to analyze the best classification technique to predict the defect in order to evolve a good software quality product.
